Key Features
“ Knowledge is key; using it is even better”
GOTRACK™ location information made simple.

Multi Device Live Tracking
GOTRACK’s multidevice solution offers a range of GPS tracking and fleet management
solutions including invehicle options with a choice of GSM or GSM / Iridium hybrid through to
mobile phone based software .

GOTRACK My Fleet™

The GOTRACK My Fleet™ and GOTRACK My Fleet Global™ devices are installed in the
vehicle and send data to the GOTRACK M Zone portal to any PC or MAC via the internet.
Vehicle activity is updated in real time to show where vehicles are and what they are doing.
We have a choice of monitoring plans to suit every budget.

GOTRACK My Mobile™
Our mobile based software can be used on a wide range of GPS enabled handsets. Location
updates can be set as low as every 60 seconds.

Key Features
Web Based Browser

GOTRACK’s advanced system uses the latest Microsoft
Silverlight software to bring feature rich, vibrant images on any
PC or MAC with an internet connection. Silverlight mobile is
expected to launch shortly which will give access to phone
based browsers, including iPhones.

Real Time Turn By Turn Tracking

GOTRACK My Fleet™ has the ability to deliver an unrivalled level of detail. Whilst it is true
that many companies offer “live” or “real time” tracking, it is only as real time as the data you
see on your system. In most cases, this is every FIVE MINUTES – hardly real time.

For customers that want a true real
time system GOTRACK My Fleet
TBT™ provides an update each time
the vehicle changes direction or an
event such as speeding takes place.
This is in addition to a 3 minute
timed update. This gives our
customers a true view of vehicle
activity in real time.

GOTRACK My Fleet TBT™

Key Features
Geofences, Customer Sites and Points of Interest

It’s great to be able to know where your vehicles or mobile phones are located . It’s fantastic
that you can see what street they are located on. But unless you know all of your customers
and regular locations, including and points of interest such as competitors, garages, home
addresses and more, much of this information becomes limited.

GOTRACK™ can electronically
tag any of these locations giving
each a name and grouping them by
type. A location can be any size or
shape you wish, it can even be a
section of road or any other corridor.
Once tagged, any activity within a
location will provide the location
name, not just a street name.

Using our reporting suite, detailed information about each location can be seen including:

• Date and time of each visit.
• Average time per site.
• Number of site visits by vehicle.
• Vehicle events per site.

Key Features
Monitor Speed
Monitoring speed levels can help your business drastically reduce fuel usage, vehicle wear
and tear and more importantly reduce the risk of accidents.

GOTRACK delivers this information in an easy to see format, including timeline chart and
location update list.

An alert can also be sent in the event a vehicle
exceeds a predetermined level.

Speed Monitoring
Timeline Chart

Location detail list

Key Features
Fuel Management
Fuel use is a major cost component to
almost every business. With increasing fuel prices,
reducing this cost is a high priority. In addition to
understanding vehicle activity and having detailed
information about each trip, GOTRACK can
monitor specific vehicle fuel usage, producing vital
information including purchase points, average fuel
use and fuel usage trends.

Understanding how and where fuel is being used
will greatly assist in reducing your fuel cost.

Record PTO Activities.
GOTRACK My Fleet™ has 5 digital inputs. When
connected to a PTO such as a HIAB, information
about when and where these are used are sent to
the GOTRACK Mzone

Reports
GOTRACK has a full reporting suite to provide
information on your total fleet activity, including
daily time sheets, trip information, customer
information and more.

Options
Accident Reconstruction Kit

GOTRACK ARK™ can be installed with any of the
GOTRACK My Fleet™ range. In the event of an
accident , the system will record the last 60 seconds
prior to impact and send the data back to the office.

Mobile Resource Management (MRM) can be
added to any of the GOTRACK range,
including our mobile option. MRM is a job planning
and scheduling system complete with route
optimisation.

These are some of the many features GOTRACK
has to offer. See how GOTRACK can help your
business. Take advantage of our FREE business
assessment and put your team in first place with
GOTRACK .

